The role of ultrasound in molecular imaging.
Ultrasound has received less attention than other imaging modalities for molecular imaging, but has a number of potential advantages. It is cheap, widely available and portable. Using Doppler methods, flow information can be obtained easily and non-invasively. It is arguably the most physiological modality, able to image structure and function with less sedation than other modalities. This means that function is minimally disturbed, and multiple repeat studies or the effect of interventions can easily be assessed. High frame rates of over 200 frames a second are achievable on current commercial systems, allowing for convenient cardiac studies in small animals. It can be used to guide interventional or invasive studies, such as needle placement. Ultrasound is also unique in being both an imaging and therapeutic tool and its value in gene therapy has received much recent interest. Ultrasound biomicroscopy has been used for in utero imaging and can guide injection of virus and cells. Ultrahigh frequency ultrasound can be used to determine cell mechanical properties. The development of microbubble contrast agents has opened many new opportunities, including new functional imaging methods, the ability to image capillary flow and the possibility of molecular targeting using labelled microbubbles.